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AR5 regards adaptation as a process of iterative risk management:
Active feedback loops and learning at multiple scales

But in practice, implementation is often decoupled
from science – so how will learning happen?
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Does it matter? Learning is essential for
the different routes to scaling up
• From scaling up pilots to designing for scale
– If we want to design for scale we will need to embed
learning into the implementation cycle

• From removing barriers to scaling to scaling as
barrier removal
– Learning is essential for internal dynamics to drive growth

• Scale as a natural consequence of widespread
adoption / diffusion of practice
– Strategy is common, response is heterogeneous – learning
essential to accommodate the variety in actors
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What kinds of learning might we want and need?
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This may require us to re-think both science
and implementation
• Re-thinking science
– The process of research itself ought to foster implementation, by
creating networks and partnerships between scientific, stakeholder &
decision-making communities

• Re-thinking implementation
– Enable learning to be built in to project design, so that the process of
implementation strengthens the evidence base
– Strengthening the knowledge base including institutional and human
capacities, needs to be an integral part of the implementation process
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Connections with tracking and M&E
• From an accountability-based focus to a learning-based focus
– Indicators and tracking tools should permit testing the hypotheses
in the theory of change and distinguishing between procedural
failure and design failure – balancing the need for aggregation and
comparability with the need to preserve contextual detail

• From post facto learning to learning while doing
– Go beyond replication of “best practice” – designing for scale
requires innovation and emergent practice, which means that M&E
is an integral part of the implementation process and supports
iteration and reflexivity

• From project-based M&E to M&E systems
– Adoption & diffusion will require the actions to be undertaken by a
wide variety of actors. Only a robust system for M&E will allow us
to go beyond the silos of discrete projects
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